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Coronavirus and Retail: Areas of Risk and Resilience in a
Time of Social Distancing

CoStar Insight: Leasing and Economic Data Identify Some Surprising Opportunities and
Known Threats in the Retail Property Sector

Necessity retail centers near home-based workers in the suburbs found to be among the most resilient in current social distancing
environment. (Stock Subscription)

By Alexander Levy, Kevin Cody and Robin Trantham
CoStar Advisory Services

March 26, 2020 |  03:23 P.M.

The coronavirus poses an unprecedented threat to the retail market as consumers have

sharply curtailed spending, the main driver of demand for store space, with no sign of letting
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up any time soon. In this analysis of recent leasing and economic data, we examine some

surprising opportunities and known threats in the retail property sector.

For instance, while other factors may be more important for long-term success, we found that

suburban centers offering necessity goods near home-based workers appear to be the most

resilient retail in the current social distancing environment, a topic we plan to explore more

in-depth in a future article.

To date, 21 states have issued stay-at-home orders, and 11 others have taken measures of

various degrees to address the spread of the virus. Some of these policies have a projected end

date as soon as April 6, while others extend into May. If a stay-at-home order is issued, all

businesses that do not provide essential services to combat COVID-19 will be closed, and in

the case of restaurants, allowed only to provide takeout and delivery options. Many retailers

have already shutdown locations nationwide.

While there is reason for optimism with the Senate approving a $2 trillion �scal stimulus

package, it comes with a caveat: will consumers spend the stimulus money, or pocket it?

Financial support for businesses provided by this bill and measures previously announced by

the Federal Reserve will certainly offer struggling retailers more access to credit. For retail

property owners, this may improve their tenant’s ability to pay rent and sustain operations

until they can reopen.

Under normal circumstances, the bill’s expansion of unemployment bene�ts and direct

payments to many Americans would support consumer spending. However, with a high

number of layoffs and uncertainty going forward, it is likely that consumers will be more

inclined to save any payments they receive from the �scal stimulus package, or spend it on

essential goods.

Furthermore, with retailers shutting down across the country and with people practicing

social distancing and increasingly expected to go online for making purchases, it appears

unlikely that stimulus payments for consumers will directly translate into substantial sales

for brick-and-mortar store space.
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Coronavirus and Retail: Areas of Risk and Resilience

February’s retail sales data hints at trends we can expect to intensify as the nation continues

to take measures aimed at stopping the spread of the virus. Total month-over-month retail

sales fell by 0.4%, compared to average growth of 0.3% over the past �ve years. A big

component of this decline was driven by the drop in gasoline prices, but notable declines were

also apparent in sales for electronics, building materials and supplies, clothing and home

furnishings.

Also, the share of online retail sales was near an all-time high at 18.7%. February’s retail sales

data covers a period in which the virus was just beginning to spread but social distancing was

not yet widely practiced.

Since then, remote working has become the norm for those able to do so, and many retail

tenants have been forced to close down or are experiencing signi�cant disruptions to their

business. March’s retail sales data release is expected to be signi�cantly more dramatic.

In China, retail sales of consumer goods fell 20.5% year-over-year for January and February,

and its exposure and spread of the coronavirus has tracked roughly six to eight weeks ahead

of the U.S.

  Read More CoStar News Coverage of the Coronavirus Outbreak  

As we wait for sales data to con�rm what we are all seeing and experiencing, investors would

be well served to put the virus’s impact on the retail market into perspective and to assess

which retailers may be most at risk of signi�cant disruptions to their business and those that

may offer resilience.

Evidenced by slowing sales, hiring announcements and locations shutting down, the retailers

at highest risk are those without necessity offerings, service-based retailers and experiential

retailers. This group makes up over 60% of the entire retail market.

http://product.costar.com/home/news/shared/705627172
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Traditional Retailers That Are Not “Essential” Will Struggle

Traditional retailers have been vulnerable for years as e-commerce pulled sales away from

brick-and-mortar stores. The pandemic is certain to hurt sales for this already struggling

sector as storefronts close and consumers are further pushed toward online shopping.

Amazon’s announcement that it will be adding 100,000 new positions to address increased

demand suggests that a disproportionate share of online sales are going to the online retailer

rather than to online platforms of traditional retailers.

One outlier in this group, electronics and of�ce supplies, may be more of a mixed bag as

retailers offering products that support remote working could see a short-term boost to sales.

However, overall, this sector is still highly exposed to competition from e-commerce and a

short-term boost is unlikely to support it in the long-term.

Additionally, further job losses and declines in consumer sentiment, which have already

begun, are likely to result in lower consumer spending. For many retailers, the pandemic and
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resulting economic downturn likely will be the last straw resulting in their permanently

closing stores.

Experiential Retailers Likely to Feel Pain After Years of Growth

Contrary to traditional retail, experiential retail has been a key source of growth for the retail

market over the past few years. However, following the outbreak, this category is facing three

major challenges. First, because of the public and often interactive nature of these spaces, the

virus has forced many, such as �tness centers and movie theaters, to shut down completely.

Second, the nature of many of these services means they cannot pivot to online sales, another

blow to movie theaters and �tness centers.

In the case of restaurants, even if they are able to remain open, a key source of revenue has

still been removed, on-premises sales. Many are instead voluntarily choosing to close.

Fortunately, off-premises sales may be an option for some restaurants with delivery and pick-

up services. Pizza Hut, with approximately 30,000 locations, Papa John’s with 20,000 and

Domino’s with 10,000 have all announced plans to hire new employees.

Third, in a recession experiential offerings become a budget luxury for many consumers. A

further slowdown in consumer spending brought on by a recession is likely to amplify the

pain for these retailers.

Necessity-Based Retailers Positioned to Hold Up Better

However, it is not doom and gloom for all retailers. In fact, some sectors are experiencing

increased consumer demand, the largest of which is the grocery segment, which accounts for

over 12% of the entire retail market. Fear-induced spending has resulted in elevated activity

for the grocery industry and, as an “essential business,” these stores should remain open

throughout the pandemic.

Additionally, as the ability for diners to eat at restaurants becomes more and more limited, a

share of this spending will shift to grocery stores. The downside for shopping center owners is
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that grocery tenants often pay lower rent per square foot than inline tenants, and many inline

tenants are closed.

Alternative grocers are also well-positioned to hold up during the pandemic. These include

traditional retailers with grocery offerings include discounters such as Costco, Sam’s Club,

Dollar General and Dollar Tree, as well as retail giants Walmart and Target.

Amazon is not the only company that has seen a spike in demand necessitating a hiring spree.

Both Walmart and Target have announced they will be hiring 150,000 and 100,000 temporary

workers, respectively. In addition to offering basic household goods and groceries, Walmart

and Target also have their own established online platforms.

Other companies announcing plans to hire workers include CVS (50,000), Dollar General

(50,000), Albertsons (30,000), and 7-Eleven (20,000).

One challenge for these alternative grocers is maintaining pro�tability. Target recently

reported that its sales for March are up 20% year-over-year, but it was largely driven but a

50% increase in food and beverage, low-margin goods. Meanwhile, it experienced a 20%

decline in its high-margin sales of apparel and accessories, and incurred increased costs from

staf�ng and cleaning stores.

Looking forward, as the economy responds to the disruptions brought on by the coronavirus

outbreak, necessity-based retail is positioned to provide owners with more stable returns as it

has historically been more resilient during economic downturns.

Realty Income, one of the largest public REITs, is an example of this stability. The company,

which earns more than one-third of its revenue from necessity-based tenants, saw occupancy

in is portfolio fall to a low of 96.6% and average NOI decline by 1.8% during the past

recession. Over the same period, the retail market as a whole saw average occupancy fall to

92.6% and average NOI decline by more than 10%.

Impact on Shopping Centers: High Risk and Potential Upside
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By mapping the above-mentioned retailers to the entire real estate market, we are able to

identify which retail center types are at the greatest risk and which offer potential upside,

based on their roster compositions. High-risk retail identi�es those with signi�cant

disruptions to their business, while neutral/mixed and increased activity identify those that

remain open and are experiencing stable or increased consumer activity.

Malls and Outlet Centers Will See Largest Drop in Activity

With a high share of space leased to apparel and other traditional retailers, malls are the most

at risk retail center based on tenant composition. Nearly 90% of mall space is considered high

risk based on our classi�cations. Furthermore, with a health-related crisis like the

coronavirus, gatherings of large groups of people are discouraged or even banned. So malls,

which are speci�cally designed for this purpose, are arguably more vulnerable than any other

center type.

Outlet centers, which are also highly concentrated in apparel retailers (nearly 60% of space),

are in the same situation as malls. Tenants are at high risk given a large exposure to apparel,

and they are also dependent on drawing crowds, in this case, bargain shoppers. This strategy
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has been successful in recent years but in light of current events, demand has shifted to

essential goods available in less-crowded retail venues.

Strip Centers and Standalone Retail Hurt by Service and Restaurant Exposure

High-risk tenants account for 65% to 75% of the space in strip centers and standalone retail.

Even though they do not have as much exposure to apparel and traditional retail tenants as

the other center types, a large share of their space is taken up by restaurants.

Furthermore, strip centers and standalone retail have a high share of service tenants, and

aside from healthcare services and mailing/shipping, we expect demand for other services to

fall, as social interaction should be limited, and consumers opt for online channels when

possible.

Neighborhood Centers, Community Centers and Power Centers Have Potential Upside

Neighborhood centers, community centers and power centers are positioned to see the least

decline in consumer activity and in some instances, increased activity. Among all center

types, these three have the highest share of space (36% - 44%) devoted to essential goods.

These in-demand retail tenants include drug/convenience stores, grocery stores as well as

discounters and big-box stores like Target and Walmart. Contrary to high-risk stores, many of

which have closed or are experiencing signi�cant business disruptions, consumers have been

willing to wait over an hour to shop at these stores for essential household items.

Market Analysis: Expected Turmoil and Resilience

The impact of the coronavirus is undoubtedly going to vary from market to market. The

recent coverage of the potential impacts on the of�ce sector found that markets with an

outsized dependence on the leisure and hospitality industry are at increased risk of increased

economic disruption. In high tourism markets like Las Vegas, Honolulu and Orlando, the

accommodation and food services sector accounts for more than 6% of total GDP, compared

to an average of 3% nationally.

https://product.costar.com/home/news/1251874596?tag=64
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In addition, in markets like Orlando, Nashville, Los Angeles and New York, where sporting

events, museums, concerts and other events generate economic activity every month, the

arts, entertainment and recreation sector accounts for more than 1.5% of total GDP,

compared to the national average of around 1.3%.

These markets are all highly dependent on domestic and international tourism and have

largely thrived over the past few years. However, as both domestic and international travel

remains dramatically curtailed, and sports stadiums, museums and concert venues remain

closed, these markets are sure to be substantially impacted.

However, not all markets are as dependent on the tourism and recreation industries. In cities

such as San Jose, Raleigh and Atlanta, these two employment sectors make up a much smaller

share of total GDP than the national average, and therefore are at lower risk from downsizing

in these industries.

An outsized share of Raleigh and San Jose’s GDP is concentrated in the professional, scienti�c

and technical services industry, and Atlanta’s information industry is substantially outsized.

Although neither of these sectors are immune to job losses in the current environment, they

are positioned to face less of a direct impact in the near term due in large part to remote

working capabilities.

With potentially less economic and business disruption in San Jose, Raleigh and Atlanta,

consumer spending within these markets could rebound faster than in other markets, once

restaurants, movie theaters, museums and sporting venues begin to open again.
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For the Time Being, the Suburbs are the New Location of Preference

Before the outbreak occurred, prime urban submarkets had been experiencing strong buying

power growth and retail properties that were located in core, urban locations were bene�ting

from nearby of�ce, hotel and apartment commercial real estate density. Tourism was

booming in many major markets across the country and of�ce-using employment was

expanding at a substantially swifter pace than overall nonfarm employment.

Now, with of�ces across the country shifting to a remote strategy, and with tourism

diminishing, retail properties that remain open are left to depend heavily on a single demand

component: the buying power of nearby residents.

As of the end of 2019, the suburbs had a substantially higher number of households per

occupied square foot of retail space than prime urban areas, and on average, the two area’s

median household income levels both hovered around $82,000, when adjusted for in�ation.

As a result, real buying power (measured by multiplying the number of households and the

corresponding median household income levels) in the suburbs totaled around $206 per

occupied square foot of retail, 31% higher than that of prime urban areas.
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In the near term, with a large portion of of�ce workers remaining at home and diminished

tourism, suburban retail that remains open will likely offer more stability than prime urban

retail.

The situation the nation �nds itself in today is hitting retail harder than almost any other

property type. Despite the inevitably lower retail sales numbers, as well as the elevated risk of

more permanent store closures than previously anticipated, there are retailers, center types

and markets that offer signs of optimism.

Read Related News Coverage on the Impact of the Coronavirus Outbreak from CoStar

Advisory Services on the Of�ce Sector, Multifamily Sector and Industrial Sector.

Alexander Levy, Kevin Cody and Robin Trantham are consultants with CoStar Advisory

Services in Boston.
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